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Italians note
stronger demand
for organic
CSO Italy reports rising sales of organic
fruit and veg through Italy's
supermarket and discount chains
An organic fruit box sold by Italian organic
supermarket chain NaturaSi
emand for organic fresh fruit and
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products this week with a special media
event at Anuga, the biannual food trade fair

According to CSO, sales of organic fruit and
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"We've seen excellent quality and good
Just last month, one of Italy's leading

production of organic apples as well, which

together leading names in organic fresh

organic food brands Alce Nero opened its

are particularly interesting because of the

produce such as Brio, Canova, Conserve
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apart," the group commented. "Interesting
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Productivity surge

European shoppers, with the Italian market
alone now worth around €3bn per year.

excellent

varieties."
Alluding to a recent infestation of brown
Italy's own production area for organic

marmorated stink bug, which has affected
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produce recently topped 2m hectares

several parts of northern Italy,

according to the Ministry of Agricultural,

CSO said the organic pear harvest had

in terms of quantity this year, but insisted

"Just as excellent," it added, "is the quality

suffered problems

that fruit quality remained excellent.

of organic processed products such as
tomatoes used for processing."
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